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Solve:

It takes ⅝ can of paint to paint a wall. How 
many walls can I paint with 10 ⅜ cans of 
paint?

from, Extending Children’s Mathematics: Fractions and 
Decimals



What is an “understanding”?

❖ An idea or concept that can be generalized.
❖ Relates to fundamental mathematical 

relationships.
❖ Ideally, an inference students are helped to 

draw or verify.



What is a “skill”?

❖ Techniques
❖ Strategies
❖ Methods
❖ Algorithms



Common Core Shifts

What’s emphasized?
1. Develop understanding of fractions as 

numbers.
2. Build on understanding of equivalence.
3. Extend multiplicative thinking to fractions.



Common Core Shifts: Emphasis #1

Develop understanding of fractions as 
numbers.
❖ Unit fractions:

➢ Fractions with a numerator of 1.
➢ Fractions--like whole numbers--are collections of units, e.g., ⅝ is 

five iterations of the unit ⅛ (just as 5 is five iterations of the unit 1).

❖ Fractions, like whole numbers:
➢ Can be counted by and operated on.
➢ Can be placed on a number line.



Common Core Shifts: Emphasis #2

Build on understanding of equivalence.
❖ Fractions--like whole numbers and combinations of 

whole numbers (i.e., expressions and equations)--can 
be expressed in an infinite number of ways that have 
the same value.

❖ Foundational for:
➢ operating on fractions
➢ comparing the size of fractions



Common Core Shifts: Emphasis #3

Extend multiplicative thinking to fractions.
❖ Multiplicative thinking:

➢ The ability to think flexibly in situations that involve groups of equal 
size.

❖ Components of multiplicative situations:
➢ Number of groups
➢ Size of groups
➢ Total



Backward Design and Essential Questions

❖ Unpack the standards.
❖ Develop essential question(s).
❖ Determine transfer goals.
❖ Identify necessary understandings.
❖ Identify desired skills.
❖ Develop tasks.



Backward Design and Essential Questions

Essential Questions provoke:
❖ deep thought
❖ lively discussion
❖ sustained inquiry
❖ new understandings
❖ more questions



Backward Design and Essential Questions

Transfer Goals:
❖ require application, not just recognition or 

recall
❖ use of Habits of Mind (think, Practice 

Standards)
❖ imply autonomy/independence


